INTRODUCTION
Many problems related to grammars, languages, syntax analysis, etc. are solved with the help of certain transformations of grammars (for example: normal forms).
A great part of these transformations can be interpreted in such a way, that they give rise to grammar morphisms with certain properties, especially the property of preserving the generated language (Hotz [7, 8] , Benson [2] ).
With respect to context-free grammars grammar morphisms are one-statetree-transductions.
The aim of this paper is to discuss in which way the parsing time is carried over if a grammar morphism is applied. E. Bertsch [3] has shown, that parsing time is preserved applying strictly length-preserving morphisms to context-free grammars. We generalize this resuit to a class of grammar morphisms which is much more greater.
As a conséquence we'll get the resuit that related context-free grammars (in the sensé of Hotz [7, 8] ) have (asymptotically) the same parsing time.
GRAMMAR MORPHISMS
We use syntactical catégories (X-categories) as a framework for our défini-tional apparatus (G. Hotz [6] , D. Benson [1] ). If G = (Z, ƒ, P, a) is a grammar with terminal alphabet E, intermediate alphabet ƒ, productionsystem P and startsymbol a, we dénote by S (G) the associated syntactical category. A rough description of S (G) is the following :
Objects of S (G) are words over Su/, morphisms are the classes of inessentially different dérivations. For convenience, we write ƒ e S (G) tö dénote that ƒ is a dérivation (class). If ƒ e S (G), the functions d (domain) and c (codomain) assign to ƒ the word w (= d(f)) to which ƒ is applied and the word w' (= c{f)) which results by applying/.
Each /eS(G) has a definite length ||/||. The dérivations ƒ with ||/|| = 0 are the identities of S (G), which we identify with the corresponding objects.
S (G) is structured by two opérations "<>*' and " x ", where "o" dénotes the concaténation and " x " the parallel composition of dérivations. It is wellknown that in the context-free case classes of dérivations can be identified with so called dérivation trees.
The most interesting set of dérivation is then the generated language is given by = c(D(G)).
All details about syntactical catégories can be found in Hotz [6] , D. Benson [1] .
In this paper we only consider context-free grammars, though this restriction is not necessary in any case. DÉFINITION is a monoidhomomorphism and (p p : P x -> S (G 2 ) is a mapping, such that the following conditions hold:
(1) For ail r(=/7-»?)6? 1 : One can single out various classes of morphisms. An overview of all these classes is given in Walter [10] . We repeat those, which are necessary td'dérive our results. Again, some of our results are true for more gênerai classes of morphisms. [5] ) are réductions. Furthermore we get réductions by embedding the theory of grammars as the généralisation of réductions of finite automata (G. Hotz [8] ). A second class of transformations is given by well-known normal-form theorems like the binary form of a context-free grammar. Rougbly, such normal-form-theorems include constructions in which any production is simuiated by a certain dérivation of the normal-form.
We want to formalize this property.
Set-theoretic opérations transfer to subgrammars in a natural way.
Let G be a grammar and MçS(G). We dénote by < M > the smaliest subgrammar of G with M ç S « M ». If M = {ƒ} we write < M > = < ƒ >.
Consider an expanding transformation cp : G x -> G 2 . We call cp a simulation if cp opérâtes identically on I x and bijective between D (G^) and D (G 2 ) and if the foliowing holds : (i) < 9 (r ) > n < cp (r') > s (E, ï l9 0, a x ) for ail r, r' G P X with r * r'; (îi) for any r eP x there exists exactly one r ö eP(<cp(r)>) with ^(Oe/iWe want to show, that we can restrict ourselves to simulations and réductions if we are discussing transformations. Consider r e P x and a so called sequential représentation of <p (r) (G. Hotz [6] ):
We want to construct a set P (r) of rules "simulating" r. Consider for any 1 ^ Ï S s:
We détermine inductively ff, P t (r), I t (r) and <p l5 <p 2 with ƒ* -<p t (r), p s ( r ) = /> ( r ) and ƒ, = q> 2 (f*). On the other hand q> = <p 2 ° 9i-Since 9 is surjective on Z) (Gi), <p 2 must be surjective too. But this implies that <p 2 is a réduction.
If«eIu/ 2 , ƒ e S (Or 2 ) with d(f) = xwy, we say : M is unchanged under f [relative to
REMARK: The construction given above can be used to décide the property "closed" for expanding internai cp : G 1 -» G 2 . The algorithm works as follows:
Stage 1: Perform the factorisation <p = <p 2 ° 91» where <Pi is a simulation and (p 2 is length-preserving, i. e. <p 2 (PJ ç P 2 .
Stage 2: Décide with Schnorr's algorithm [9] , whether or not cp 2 is a réduc-tion. If the answer is "yes" then cp is closed, otherwise 9 is not closed.
PARSING TIME AND INVERSE TRANSFORMATIONS
In this section we want to dérive the main resuit. Consider a grammar G t = (£, /, P 9 a). As analysers we use Turing machines which -faced with 
(G).
We indicate in which form the output is performed. We assign to any dérivation ƒ a représentation ƒ which is in its essence the preorder représentation of the corresponding dérivation tree, more formally:
Consider to each % e I a pair of brackets [ , ] . Given such an analyser $l G , we can define the time function T^G {W) as usuaî. Note that always if ƒ is the output to the input w.
TjffiOREM 2 : If cp : G 1 -> G 2 is an expanding transformation and 9t G2 is an analyser such that where F : Z + -^ Z + is a function, then there is a constant c and an analyser $ï Gl such that
Proof: By theorem 1 we can factorize (p = q> 2 ° 9i with cp 2 a réduction and (p t a simulation. E. Bertsch has shown that the resuit is true for réductions [3] , Thus the theorem follows if we can show the resuit under the additional assumption that (p is a simulation.
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To prove tbis we first show: Consider an expanding morpbism (p : G x -» G 2 It is seen immediately that:
By the induction hypothesis we get h (g) = h' (g') = r. Induction step:
il/ll-'-i -Il/Il-*"- we get
= 7
and the proof of (^) is complete. Now, we are able to design the analyser 9I Gl . Consider an input w e E*. Stage 1: Using 9I G2 produce ƒ with */ (ƒ) = a 2 and c (ƒ) = w if M? e fi (G 2 ) = fi (GJ. Otherwise 5I G2 indicates that w $ fi (G 2 ), and 9ï Gi gives a message that w $ fi (Gj).
2; Compute A ( ƒ ).
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By the above assertion, we get [9" 1 (ƒ) exists and is a dérivation of w in This proves that the algorithm $I Gl is correct.
To perform stage 1 we need time
To perform stage 2 we need time T>*c'.\f\ with a constant c'.
Since 2l G2 has to produce the output ƒ we get \f\£T Va2 (w).
Combining both we get
But this proves our result.
PARSING HME AND TRANSFORMATIONS
Now we will show a converse result: If <p : G t -• G 2 is a expanding transformation, then from the analyzability of £ (G t ) in time ^/(|tü|) it results that 2(G 2 )is analyzable in timê c./(|u?|). First we show this for réductions and then for simulations. Then by theorem 1 the result also holds for expanding transformations. Then it is easy to see that
<••)
Now we construct the analyser 2t G2 in the same way as in theorem % with the homomorphism g instead of h. Using (^nfc) instead of (je) the assertion follows by the same argument.
To prove a similar resuit for q> being a simulation, we require^that $I Gi analysing w e £ (G^) gives an output/, which is again a parenthesis-represen.-tation of a dérivation ƒ but contains some more information about the used rules : Consider a grammar G and to each Ce/and each re?a pair of brackets Now we assume, that an analyzer $t Gi produces this parenthesis-representation of a dérivation if possible.
The rôle of the homomorphisms h respective g in the proofs of theorem 2 and 3 is played by a pushdown-transducer which transduces ƒ into q> (ƒ) for ƒ e D (G^). We use the conception of a pdt as given in [4] . Let be
and define a homomorphism ƒ-as follows: Then it is easy to see, that for f e D (G t ) :
REMARK 2: With remark 1 we have seen, that the transduction of dérivations in G x into dérivations in G 2 can be done by a device which is less powerful than the device which is used for analyzing. That means: a deterministic pdt for context-free languages, which require a non-deterministic/?^a for analyzing, and an finite state-transducer (to perform the homomorphisms) in the case of linear grammars.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We give some comments to our results. Therefore we can conclude (with some minor addition to our proofs in the latter case) that parsing time remains unchanged under both constructions. REMARK 2: We can deal with parsing space too. If the space définition includes the output tape all the constructions, both Bertsch's and ours, preserve space. (For theorem 3 one should have in mind that the maximal length of the pushdown store of the pdt p does not exceed the output length.) Therefore parsing space remains unchanged in order of magnitude under inverse expanding transformations and expanding transformations.
